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This paper will touch on the following topics: the ‘new consumer’ – how
key trends in society, new cultural landscapes, and new ethics are
interconnected and how they reflect the consumer’s values, needs and
expectations towards products, environments, brands, brand language
and ‘quality’ in its broadest sense; how the needs, values, trends and
expectations of the ‘new consumer’ refer directly or indirectly, to ‘nature’
and to ‘natural elements’; what meanings and contents are attributed to
the ‘natural dimension’ today; and the challenges faced by industry.

‘NATURAL’:
A NEED, A TREND,

OR ADDED-VALUE?

Clara Origlia
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VALUES, NEEDS, TRENDS AND THEIR RELATION
WITH THE ‘NATURAL DIMENSION’

When we say ‘natural’, are we referring to the source, the ingredient, or the
environment in which something has been grown?
Are we referring to the substance, the totality of components, the molecule
(the good as well as the ‘bad’), or rather to the processes and
production methods, or to a symbolic, cultural, impalpable dimension?
Or even to sensory aspects, or the very complex sensory-subjective-cultural
interplay? And talking about products, are we referring to perfumery,
cosmetics, nutrition, health or functional products?
From the point of view of the consumer, the natural dimension is an entire
entity relating to each of these aspects, all of them together, or to all levels at
the same time. It is rather the consumer’s global perception of the natural
dimension, of its potential, of the feelings and expectations it feeds.
A further distinction may be made among the true, the pseudo, the false, the
‘new natural’, which has its own rules, or the marketing and communication
aspects of ‘naturalness, authenticity and truth’.
The natural dimension is a little of all the above.
To better comprehend the importance of the natural dimension today, we must
consider it in its entirety and in its context, which is that of consumer values
and needs, their developments and current trends.
We will focus only on some of these, and specifically on those which are
meaningful in relation to Nature and to the concept of Natural/Naturalness in
the widest sense.

Individuality
 Not one, but several identities.
 Being acknowledged first of all as an ‘individual’; a dynamic, evolving

and balanced vision of oneself.
 Cultivate, develop and express one’s potential.
 Need of space (physical, psychological).
 Time for oneself, the need to refocus on oneself (at the centre of the new

awareness of ‘well-being, health, balance’).
 Resetting personal/individual values and beliefs.
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Multiple options
 The concept of ‘option’ is in itself a ‘value’ in our society.
 More options = a richer, more varied, freer world.

 Quality – qualities.
 Cultural variety.
 Novelty, innovation.
 Potential.
 New ethics.
 Personalisation within globalisation.
 Hedonism.
 Pleasure.
 Self expression.

 Choice, personalisation: perceived as ‘pluses’ today (in terms of products
and brands, their style and personality:

 product benefits, their characteristics and ingredients,
 ambiances, experiences, inspiring contextualisation,
 inspiring references and lifestyles.

 From a corporate point of view, or that of manufacturers, a varied offer
signals their understanding of consumer diversity, indicates a willingness
to adapt to changing consumer needs, to find better, more effective, more
personalised solutions to problems or needs. With an eye to the past and
an eye to the future: anticipate demands, have a vision!

Services
 From an era centred on ‘production’ we have now moved on to an era

centred on ‘services’ ‘Service’, as a ‘product’ in itself or as an added
value, plays a major role in current society, inasmuch as it is conducive to
better quality of life.

 As it indicates sensitivity, listening ability, understanding of the consumer,
service is an important element of personalisation and client loyalty
building.

 Technology and the Internet have changed the rules governing the
perception of space, time, communication, human relations and the
services industry.
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Pluralism of values
 Refers to the multiple facets and multiple roles of the individual.
 Multicultural approach as a value.
 Different systems of values: for different lifestyles; different life cycles;

subsystems of values … within sub-groups.

‘New hedonism’ and the search for balance
 Intensification/optimisation of time and space and of one’s life.
 Convergence of professional and private roles: being an individual first

and foremost.
 Multifaceted identity.
 Convergence of the private and professional/work spheres.
 ‘Professionalisation’ of personal time and space.
 Humanisation of professional time and space.
 A way of defining oneself, standing apart from the crowd, which each

person expresses.
 Specific expectations, one’s tastes, lifestyle and aspirations.
 Strong focus on ‘evolution’ (one’s own and in general) and personal

strategies (positioning, communication).
 Well-being and/or stress-compensation strategies.
 The importance of the ‘experience’ element.
 Above all, the importance of the sensory dimension.

The needs of the soul
 Not simply a generic awakening of awareness and an increase in the needs

of the soul: today this topic is discussed openly and explicitly, as was not
the case just a few years ago.

 The greater the effort made to feed the soul, the greater the desire to
discover the ‘soul’ and the true essence of things and explore the
sources and the essence of being.

 The notion of well-being extends well beyond the dimension of the
body and sprit.

 Well-being (with the accent on the concept of ‘Being’) stems from a
state of harmony between the body, the spirit and the soul, within a
certain context (be it physical, cultural or metaphorical).

 And there has always been a strong tie between the soul and the
natural dimension.
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THE ‘NEW’ CONSUMER

The ‘new’ consumer is therefore much more mature, independent, critical and
choosy. Yes, today’s consumer is more demanding!

 Multifaceted, with multiple, flexible and multidimensional identities.
 More self-aware, aware of his/her needs, concerns and rights:

 Choice, variety,
 Freedom of expression,
 Individual, social and cultural values with which he/she identifies.

 How he/she spends his/her money reflects this.
 In search of experiences (when approaching products, brands, activities,

services), the consumer expects to be rewarded for his/her choice (and for
his/her loyalty or constancy).

At the same time, and increasingly so, consumers need to live and express
their own values and beliefs, to get back in touch with their own deep identity:
call it ‘true’ personality, self, soul.
Also, they wish to discover, live, experiment:

 the product’s essence,
 the soul of the brand,
 the truth of a promise,
 the truth of a company,
 the essence of an experience, and
 the sensory wholeness of the experience.

Therefore, in the products, brands or experiences the consumer lives, he/she
seeks: truth and mystery, authenticity and dream, hedonism and ethics, nature
and science, heart and intellect.
The challenge for marketing today is to:

 address the needs of a multidimensional consumer, and
 address the specific needs and values of multiple target groups, but also be

able to:
 respond to the need of innovation, authenticity and soul,
 and to that of an authentic and meaningful sensory wholeness, whatever

the experience.
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THE NOTION OF QUALITY
AND THE ROLE OF THE BRAND TODAY

The notion of quality has evolved. Is there a return to the past? Some of the
values of the past have regained importance, and viewed under a new,
contemporary light, they reveal new aspects and unexpected subtleties:

 ‘qualities’ rather than just ‘quality’: ‘quality’ must be perceived by the
consumer as self-relevant, competitive, and must take on specialised,
distinctive and expressive values;

 the consumers’ responsiveness to ‘high touch’ quality/qualities: a
‘human’, ‘natural’, ‘welcoming’, ‘sensitive’ component in products,
services, brands, experiences;

 the consumers’ interest in characteristics, advantages and experiences
which not only differentiate and personalise ‘quality’, but also ‘add
quality’ to everyday life or to one’s lifestyle.

Obviously, brand loyalty has been taking on progressively richer and more
subtle meanings.
If we analyse the evolution of the notion of ‘quality’ over time, and how it is
perceived today, we will find that:

 quality touches on all the senses: smell, sight, touch, taste;
 it is intrinsically and ‘naturally’ rich, in a ‘right’ and balanced way;
 it is a ‘holistic’ experience at the sensory, cultural, symbolic levels –

 authenticity, origins, heritage,
 personality, distinctiveness,
 modernity, innovation,
 self- and social relevance;

 not only for connoisseurs but accessible to the aware consumer;
 harmonious;
 ‘rich’ (at all levels: material, sensorial, symbolic) without necessarily

having to forcedly explicit its richness (with no need for richness to be
claimed or displayed too explicitly).

Quality communicates ‘value’ and ‘values’
 ‘for oneself’ but also ‘for others’;
 contains dynamic qualities: it vibrates, lives, evolves, looks ahead to the

future;
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 it evokes a ‘new’ positive state: ‘regenerated’, ‘enhanced’, ‘desired’,
‘expected’;

 it is perceived as a reward, a sign of belonging.

Quality is a vehicle for ‘authenticity’ and ‘humanity’:
 what we aspire to or want to re-discover and relate back to;
 it implies well-thought out, well-designed, cared-for products;
 greater customer care and understanding;
 effectiveness, aesthetics, creativity, services;
 engagement.

Brand plays a different role today. Standard quality and even superior quality
are almost a given – especially when the brand conveys connotations of
reliability, or of prestige and exclusiveness, and has built up a reputation of
being ‘committed to quality’
The consumer expects major/important brands to:

 have values and ethics;
 have a vision and a soul;
 explore new dimensions, invite us into new territories and new

experiences;
 anticipate and lead the process of change;
 be inspiring and challenging.

The essence of a brand is increasingly tied to its pertinence, to what it wishes
to express and to its ‘savoir faire’. It is the brand’s responsibility to strike a
balance between integrity and coherence, vision, soul and creativity.
The extent to which a consumer identifies with a brand is increasingly based
on shared values and aspirations.
Brands become a point of reference, a source of inspiration as they:

 represent a set of values which are relevant to the consumer: reassuring
comforting, safe;

 interpret the consumer’s aspirations by embracing innovation and leading
change;

 introduce innovative facets and shed new light on one’s current values and
lifestyle.
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FRAGRANCES, NEEDS AND VALUES

A scent, or a fragrance, is powerful in ‘communicating’ values and benefits
(functional, psychological, social, symbolic). Smell is indeed a great
communicator and has always been a great ‘ambassador’ and cultural
mediator. Smell, of all the senses, is the one that connects better, deeper, faster
and simultaneously, with the most ‘universal’ values and the most private
reality: our emotions.
Be they pleasant, unpleasant or neutral (which per se may take on either
positive or negative connotations, depending on the context or other more
specific criteria), smells are ‘marks’ of identity, benchmarks, communication
signs, they have both a connotative and a denotative power, can be
experienced passively or be used in a more active manner.
Emotions come into play in any case.
A smell’s – or a fragrance’s – evocative power, meaning, values, appeal,
identification or non-identification with it, and personal reactions to it,
strongly depend on previous experiences and on the emotions associated with
them.

CULTURE AND PERCEPTUAL TERRITORIES

Perceptual territories vary from culture to culture, as do languages and
descriptors of a product’s functional or expressive qualities. The very meaning
and relevance of ‘pleasantness’, ‘ effectiveness’, or of specific expressive
qualities, may different greatly from one cultural context to the other. We all
know that, but tend to forget. We all use the same language – English – as a
lingua franca in our profession. And this, unfortunately, contributes to an
oversimplification which risks further veiling cultural nuances and salience in
perceptual territories.
Smells, flavours, colours, shapes, materials, textures … all have their own
vibration, a language, a way of relating and combining with one another not
only to signify things, but to actually ‘do’ and ‘say’ things that human beings
perceive and decode from their own very subjective and culture-specific angle,
and which they can attach meaning to.
What happens with global brands and global brand culture? Will globalisation
also globalise perceptual territories and sensory decoding?
Can our senses still recognise ‘true naturals’ from what fine chemistry is able
to reproduce or create today? Is the brain adopting new frames of reference
and new parameters for decoding fragrances? Is the direct link between smell
and emotions the same? Or can the natural dimension still make a difference.
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Nature certainly is a ‘universal’ value. And ‘universal’ is stronger and deeper
than global. It is ‘personal’ and ‘collective’ at the same time.
Nature is something everybody can relate to, it means origins, culture, ancient
wisdom. In smells and fragrances, as one consumer said, “‘naturals’
communicate both to the heart and the brain”.

TRANSLATING SENSORY CROSSINGS INTO ‘WELL-BEING’
PRODUCTS AND MARKETING AND POSITIONING STRATEGIES

Why should a functional benefit have a specific smell (or flavour) in order to
be emotionally relevant and functionally credible? What makes a smell or a
flavour relevant to consumer needs in a specific product category? Or helpful
in developing a new product concept or a new brand positioning? Or in
maintaining a competitive advantage?
Why is the same smell associated with a benefit better liked or more evocative
when it is associated with one colour or one bottle shape rather than another,
or with certain brands more than others?
Why does the product in that pack, with that smell, in that colour … look, feel,
fit better with brand name X, or with a specific claim and a specific consumer
benefit?
What is it that ‘makes’ the product’s or the brand’s ‘personality’?
Is there anything in the whole product and/or brand identity that is off balance?
What can it be? Is it the product’s fragrance, among other features, that makes
benefits more credible or relevant, or helps build brand loyalty?
Which visual qualities best express a specific smell? Or vice versa?
Why do written concepts often seem to have little or nothing to do with the
product or brand potential, or other relevant facets of the brand world? Why is
this true in one country but proven wrong in another?
When exploring complex multi-sensory and multi-cultural realities, the
number of variables is almost infinite.
The semiology of flavours and smells – or of colours, shapes, materials and
textures in all their combinations – is very complex, as it is strictly tied to the
semiology of the emotions, of the senses … and with other realities and
systems of signs which are cultural and culture-specific in nature.
As researchers, we need to understand the complex system of meanings and
values hidden behind ‘universal’ concepts or positioning areas, and which
transcend a ‘global’ language or a ‘global’ marketing frame. ‘Fresh’,
‘comfortable’, ‘functional’, ‘clean’, ‘safe’, ‘effective’ … and ‘natural’…
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Does ‘natural’ still make a difference, despite:
 the variety of claims of naturalness aiming to tap into a number of nature-

based consumer motivations;
 the widespread and extensive use of natural ingredients in the most varied

product categories;
 the risk of it becoming a trite attribute.

Origins need to be better defined. Consumers today are better informed, more
aware, more demanding.
Is ‘natural’ enough today? A new language is emerging to further differentiate
values, benefits, specification, type of effectiveness, and give ‘natural
ingredients’ a new status: ‘cosmeceutical’, ‘nutriceutical’, aromachology. New
frontiers: scientific research is providing new input and inspiration. New
needs, new imagery, new dreams will derive from scientific input, specificity
and cultural nuances.
But what is it that makes the consumer feel good inside, and makes the small
healing rituals and personal wellness strategies in everyday life so special?
What are the key motivational factors towards ‘well-being’ products, and the
deeper meanings consumers attach to ‘well-being’?

FROM HYGIENE TO CARE AND WELL-BEING:
THE ROLE OF THE NATURAL DIMENSION

If well-being is still primarily based on hygiene – even in its most elementary
forms – the notion of hygiene has progressively become richer, integrating the
dimension of ‘care’ which, in turn, refers today to a multiplicity of values, and
to a huge sensory library.
The vocabulary used, the attributes, and the descriptors of action, efficacy and
ingredients, clearly testify to the psychological impact of care products: they
regenerate, revitalise, reveal, protect, care for, irradiate, appease, de-stress,
pamper, re-harmonise … The physical characteristics of the products further
underline or build on the promises made.
Balance, harmony, and well-being therefore integrate all three levels today: the
Body, the Spirit and the Soul.
The natural dimension is at once the protagonist, actor, mediator of this search
for balance. Powers and keys are attributed to it which the not-natural (truly
so, or perceived as such) may not have, and which in any case are not the
same.
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THE EVOLUTION OF THE CONCEPT OF ‘NATURAL’
AND OF THE EXPECTATIONS TO WHICH IT REFERS

The ubiquity of the natural dimension
The natural dimension still makes the difference as it touches on a number of
consumer motivations. However, the widespread diffusion of natural
ingredients in an extremely varied range of products, as well as the promises
of product-benefits, imply the risk of the concept becoming trite.
Product origin needs to be better defined, as do the properties of the
ingredients and the production process. New consumers are better informed,
more aware (or simply more curious) and therefore more critical and more
demanding.

‘Natural’: is it still enough?
Initially, defining something as ‘natural’ was enough. Subsequently, the need
emerged to specify in greater detail, and find new definitions, as well as a new
language, with the aim of:

 first of all differentiating values, benefits, specific actions, type of
efficacy;

 conferring a new status to natural ‘ingredients’: for perfumery, the
cosmetic industry, hygiene, functional products, nutritional products,
nutriceutical products, aromatherapy, aromachology.

We are currently experiencing a phase in which new frontiers are being
conquered: scientific research is providing new data and new sources of
inspiration (or of concern). This will certainly fuel new needs, new images,
new dreams, and the search for new solutions.
Scientific research will add interesting cultural nuances to the natural
dimension, new insights on what concerns the ‘power, intelligence and
expressive ability of the natural dimension’, with even greater specification.
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Yesterday Today

Return to the sources
Natural
Natural and pure
Specific ingredient
Origin
Active components of the ingredients
Knowledgeable mix of ingredients
Synergy of properties
Their specific action/effectiveness

Originates from…
Active and ‘living’
The DNA of all components
Their synergetic interaction
The message to the brain
Authenticity and quality labels
Ancestral ‘savoir-faire’ and science
Integrity of the process
The territory, le terroir
Ethnicity
Ethics
Ethnicity which becomes ethics…

Emerging Dimensions
The values traditionally attached to the natural dimension are now well rooted
in the culture of the average consumer: authenticity, simplicity, goodness,
delicateness … and surely ‘natural’ efficacy.
There are new dimensions which have taken on additional values over time, to
which the consumer is more sensitive today.

Exoticism
A richer, different, more nuanced, more physically distant image of the natural
dimension. Local wisdoms, the ancestral secrets, traditions and skills of a
people, a place, as expressed by other cultures, still have a lot to offer us.

Authenticity
This concept has taken on new meanings and richer values. Geographical
origin is a ‘plus’ for the natural qualities attributed to a territory (a specific
land). A specific origin enriches the natural qualities of a product. The culture
and heritage of the place of origin, the local traditions and skills, its wisdom,
all contribute to an image of uniqueness

Ethics
As is the case with values tied to the soul, ethical values and principles are
viewed under a different light. The ‘true’ natural, as it must have been in
origin, must meet several criteria of authenticity. Some concern the
environment, growing methods, harvesting, the first-level processing of raw
materials, preservation, the processes adopted all along the transformation
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chain. The ‘true’ natural has ‘supposedly’ been processed in the best of
conditions. The methods used ‘supposedly’ have smaller environmental and
social impacts.

NATURAL, CULTURAL, SENSORY

The ties between the natural, the cultural and the sensory are evidently very
strong. This has always been an element of inspiration in design and
architecture. Particularly so in interior design and architecture for wellness
centres and spas, or in the new trends in bathroom styles: the ‘Living
Bathroom’ or, as we call it today ‘The Bathroom experience’.
The allusion to the primitive and original authenticity of certain shapes,
bringing out the best from materials, shapes, textures, the use of light and the
‘softer and more human’ effects of some finishes, the importance attributed
today to the environment … All this seems to reveal a search for balance,
harmony and well-being.

 ‘Natural’ shapes and colours
 The role of light
 Simple, original shapes
 Openness, large spaces
 Cleanness, hygiene
 Simplicity
 Relaxation, balance
 A more nuanced expressive palette

 Natural materials, colours, textures
 Touch on all the senses
 Easy for human beings to recognize, relate to, and experience
 Materials are ‘alive’ maintain their own original ‘vibration’ and

‘energy’, when not treated
 ‘Natural’, naturally beautiful, authentic by definition, healthy
 Natural materials evoke key values such as intrinsic quality,

simplicity, truth, respect
 Raw, pure, authentic
 Simple or complex
 Primitive or sophisticated
 Living, natural and healthy
 Allow some nature inside us, being in harmony with nature, a sensory,

emotional and cultural experience
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 Shape as an enhancement of the quality of the material
 Rare, exclusive
 Imperfections add a plus: authentic, more ‘human’, ‘unique’, ‘perfect’

in its own way
 Curved shapes

 Mark the transition from ‘masculine’, ‘squared-off’, ‘rational’, ‘cut-
off’, ‘powerful’ (either … or) to ‘more delicate’, ‘more balanced’,
‘naturally effective’, ‘careful’ (we are now in the new and typically
feminine ‘and … and’ paradigm)

 Are fluid, organic, primordial, more authentic, in tune with those
found in nature (right angles are a product of man)

 Humanise the object, the action, the process, the results
 Underline a more intuitive, ‘feminine’ approach
 Rich in symbolic meanings and aesthetic value
 Key characteristics for design and architecture with a human

dimension
 Vehicle strong ‘service’ connotations, and very strong values tied to

the concept of ‘care’
 Visually represent the very essence of integration (hygiene and care,

effectiveness and comfort, modern and traditional, science and
nature…)

 A ‘yin’ element which means naturally powerful, harmonious and
obviously well-balanced

THE NATURAL DIMENSION AND THE NEW PARADIGM

When speaking of the natural dimension, of its ancestral and current values, of
its enormous potential, reference must evidently be to the new ‘feminine’
paradigm ‘and ... and’ rather than ‘either ... or’
Feminine ‘skills’ are:

 The ability to see the whole picture and the details: aesthetics and function
 Natural sensitivity to quality (qualities)
 Importance attached to small daily ‘luxuries’, small healing rituals…
 Importance attached to well-being in general
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The feminine sensitivity, in women as well as in men, corresponds to a very
accurate vision of things, and attitudes towards things:
A more ‘natural’ perception of time, evolution and of the means by which a
change must be made:

 Awareness of the environment, of the socio-political context and of ethics
 Awareness of the spirit and of the heart, spiritual awareness
 ‘Awareness’ across the board…

The notion of ‘care’: feminine sensitivity holds knowledge of, and an
instinctive approach to:

 Welcoming, listening, understanding
 Anticipation of needs
 Reassuring, motivating
 Ingraining hope and trust (if there is no hope, there is no care)
 Preservation, development and keenness for quality (no quality, no care)

An intuitive understanding of:
 The very essence of nature and its elements, its values and its potential
 The earth, the territory, its soul
 The needs of the human being
 The need to cultivate and preserve harmony and balance

Skills in well-being and transformation. Women react well naturally (and are
experts of) ‘natural healing methods’:

 Well-being is their territory: born ‘healers’ (for themselves and others);
 They believe in simple and accessible ‘well-being practices’ (from

personal care, to care for the family or other human beings, to home care,
to selective shopping, to cooking ... and lots of other activities);

 Women know intuitively about small things that can add quality and
pleasure to everyday life, for themselves and others;

 They are ready to invest in quality and authenticity: out of hedonism, of
love for a rare and precious thing. Or simply aspire to well-being and
balance;

 They are in tune with nature and the entire sphere of the natural.
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Notions of responsibility – durable actions. Focused on healing,
transformation and change rather than on ‘destruction’:

 Search for viable and durable solutions
 Need to change, evolve, be responsible
 They appreciate those (products, brands, manufacturers, companies,

institutions...) who show the same concern and are committed to acting
responsibly, to sustainable development.

In a ‘feminine’ perspective, the fight is ‘for’ not ‘against’. High sensitivity for,
and commitment to, the rights of man and the rights of nature.
Conscience and engagement are based on an ethic of quality and on the belief
in evolution:

 The future is already happening.
 Nature takes care of us.
 We must take care of nature.

Therefore, by adopting the new ‘feminine’ paradigm ‘and ... and’ as opposed
to ‘either ... or’ the result will be a search for a harmonious and balanced
synthesis of

 Individualism and social responsibility
 Hedonism and morals
 Natural and synthetic
 Nature and Science

THE NATURAL DIMENSION IS A VALUE, A NEED AND A TREND

The natural dimension as a vehicle of beliefs and values
 Respect for nature
 The sentiment of managing, avoiding, reducing risks
 Confidence, serenity
 Associated with ethical and responsible behaviour
 Ties with the earth, origins, the spirit
 Health and well-being as values
 Individuals
 Federative spirit
 Belonging to a community
 The values of ‘being’
 Lifestyles strongly focused on well-being and balance
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The values of the natural dimension today have never been so rich! ‘Going
natural’ is neither a new nor a recurring fad. It is not due to its political or
social correctness. Nor is it a political issue. It is not an obvious component of
the new humanitarian and religious call that seems to accompany world
catastrophes.
And no, it is not simple ‘nostalgia’. But yes, there is a new – almost primitive
– awareness of what’s really authentic and rare and what needs to be
preserved. Also, there is the awareness and trust in what ‘good’ science can do
to uncover and preserve the huge potential of nature.

Tomorrow’s scenario: ‘Fusion’
 Integration of cultural elements from the past in the lifestyles of today.
 Not a generalised ‘return to the past’, but a ‘recovery’ of the past in terms

of what modern societies have lost.
 Recovery of values of the soul, of a universal and trans-cultural identity.

The path each individual follows along this integration process will of
course be eclectic, irrational and very personal.

‘Natural’ capitalism
After the automobile and the computer, well-being is the mainstay of the 21st
century. What will the impact of this new great revolution be?
The keen interest in the environment, in its safeguard and protection, as well as
the will and the need to guarantee a liveable world while taking part in the
world of business, will create new opportunities and pose new challenges,
leading us to adopt:

 an innovative approach to economic growth
 a new approach to innovation

How can the world of business be reconceived based on the concepts of
environmental sustainability and profitability?
Tomorrow’s economy?

 Durable, profitable and lucrative growth.
 The best of regional, national and international practices for the design and

implementation of durable growth strategies.
“Businessmen can change the world, in the sense of how the world does
business”. (Dominique Conseil – Aveda)
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THE ESSENCE OF THE NATURAL DIMENSION
AND ITS POTENTIAL FOR THE FUTURE

In conclusion, let’s get back to the ‘heart of the natural dimension’ … and try
to answer the key question posed to us. What is the essence of the natural
dimension today, and what is its potential for the future?
Building on the images and spontaneous definitions offered by consumers in
trying to understand what the essence of the natural dimension is today, and
using the analogies suggested to better understand and better describe its
potential, we have obtained this moving and incisive profile of the ‘natural
dimension’.
I would therefore like to end this presentation with the new mantra of the
natural dimension: “Natural is”

 Natural is.
 Natural is the origin.
 Natural is inbred, indigenous.
 Natural is local knowledge and culture, inscribed in the DNA of peoples,

places, of the vegetable and mineral worlds.
 Natural is the unity of body, soul and spirit.
 Natural has its own laws and its own land.
 Natural is personal experience, contains know-how, and is at the same

time ‘naturally’ powerful.
 Its knowledge should never be undermined, abandoned or betrayed.
 Natural is an ‘ancient soul’, a wisdom to be shared.
 Natural is as ‘different’ and unique as any living being, and should never

fall victim to prejudice or racial discrimination.
 A truly unique understanding of, and relation with, the ‘true naturals’: no

one, nor rules of any kind may interfere.
 Natural is profound and subtle.
 Natural is rare.
 Natural is ethical.
 Natural must be respected and protected, like an indigenous people.
 Natural must be respected and cherished as should ancestors and people of

wisdom.
 Natural speaks at once the language of the brain and that of the heart.
 Its language is understood by the intelligence and the heart of people, it

transcends cultures and borders.
 Natural ‘is’, science ‘knows’, technology ‘does’,
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